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Keywords: Spin crossover transition, X-ray excited spin states, spin state locking, substrate 

interactions, zwitterion complexes. 

 

ABSTRACT. The Fe(II) spin crossover complex [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] (pz = pyrazol-1-yl, bipy = 2,2’-

bipyridine) can be locked in a largely low spin state configuration over a temperature range that 

includes temperatures well above the thermal spin crossover temperature of 160 K. This locking of 

the spin state is achieved for nanometer thin films of this complex in two distinct ways; through 

substrate interactions with dielectric substrates such as SiO2 and Al2O3, or in powder samples by 

mixing with the strongly dipolar zwitterionic p-benzoquinonemonoimine C6H2(···NH2)2(···O)2. 

Remarkably, we find in both cases that incident X-ray fluences then restore the [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] 

moiety to an electronic state characteristic of the high spin state at temperatures of 200 K to above 

room temperature, i.e. well above the spin crossover transition temperature for the pristine powder 

and well above the temperatures characteristic of light- or X-ray-induced excited spin-state trapping. 

Heating slightly above room temperature allows the initial locked state to be restored. These 

findings, supported by theory, show how the spin crossover transition can be manipulated reversibly 

around room temperature by appropriate design of the electrostatic and chemical environment. 

 

 

The spin crossover (SCO) phenomenon, in several classes of 3d transition metal compounds, 

relates to the temperature-induced transition between a low spin (LS) diamagnetic state of the 

metal ion to a high-spin (HS) paramagnetic state, usually stable at a higher temperature.
[1,2]

 

The SCO transition can also be triggered by light or pressure changes, making it an ideal 

system for multi-functional devices at the molecular level, in particular, if the transition is 
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accompanied by a change of conductivity,
[3-16]

 with the perspective of reaching low voltage 

GHz switching.
[17]

 For molecular memory applications, where non-volatility is required, there 

is a strong need to identify and control mechanisms to lock, unlock and switch the molecular 

spin state at a given temperature, ideally around 300 K, if devices applications are 

envisioned. Unfortunately, most reported SCO molecules exhibit transition temperatures 

significantly below 300 K.
[18] 

 

Creating bi-stability at a given temperature can be obtained by a light stimulus, making the 

HS state (high-temperature state) metastable at low temperatures where the LS state normally 

prevails. For a metastable high spin state with a very long lifetime retention, such light-

induced excited spin state trapping (LIESST) 
[4,9,19-35]

 and soft X-ray induced excited spin 

state trapping (SOXIESST) 
[35-38]

 are limited to temperatures significantly below the SCO 

transition, that is to say below 50-60 K. For bi-stability at higher temperatures exceeding the 

SCO transition, it is necessary to „lock‟ the low temperature LS state into a metastable state. 

Such a suppression of the spin state transition has been observed for [Fe(1,10-

phenanthroline)2(NCS)2],
[11]

 and [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] (pz = pyrazol-1-yl, bipy = 2,2‟-

bipyridine),
[13,35,39-41]

  molecules or ultra-thin films interacting with a metallic substrate, with 

a resulting mixed spin state dominated by the LS state at high temperatures.
[13,35,40]

 This 

basically implies a substrate-induced “locking” of the spin state.  
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The question arises whether the spin state of SCO complexes can be locked into a metastable 

state far away from the transition temperature, then unlocked and switched as needed, and 

possibly even reset to the metastable state. The possibility of manipulating the spin state of an 

ultrathin film is suggested by the fact that the signature of the spin crossover transition, in X-

ray absorption spectroscopy,
[42]

 is not always in lock step with the magnetometry. 

Furthermore, unlocking and changing the spin state of an ultrathin spin crossover molecular 

film was achieved by STM tip manipulation over Au substrates 
[6]

 or by inserting a dielectric 

substrate like CuN,
[11]

 although performed at temperatures below the SCO transition 

temperature.  

 

Here, we exploit our initial findings that interactions with an electrically-active ferroelectric 

substrate, specifically residual dipoles at their surface, can impact the state of SCO molecular 

films,
[41]

 to achieve the desired room-temperature switchable spin state. We extend this 

concept here by studying the mixture of SCO with dipolar molecules, investigating how such 

electrostatically-active neighbors can influence the ligand field around the metal center, and 

therefore impact the stability of its magnetic state. A key advantage of dipoles is that they can 

possibly be oriented by an external electric field (with ferroelectrics as the asymptotic case of 

collective behavior), opening the possibility to control the SCO magnetic state with an 

electric field. Such giant magnetoelectric coupling at the molecular level is what is missing 

for inorganic materials applications in the field of multiferroics. In this paper, we show that 

the spin state transition of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], where pz = tris(pyrazol-1-yl)-borohydride 

and bipy = 2,2'-bipyridine (hereafter 1, Figure 1) can be suppressed through interactions with 
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dielectric substrates as well as with quinonoid zwitterion molecular additives (hereafter 2, 

Figure 1), so that they are locked in a predominantly LS state at room temperature, far 

beyond their SCO transition temperature of 160 K. We then show that unlocking and 

switching of the spin state is achieved by incident X-ray fluences (schematically summarized 

in Figure 2). Reversibility of this transition is obtained by a mild heating of the material (by 

typically 40 K), bringing back the system to a dominant locked LS state (Figure 2). We, 

therefore, take advantage of the expected sensitivity of the Fe ion to the local 

environment,
[3,6-7,9-16,41,43,44]

 and illustrate how the spin state of 1 can be manipulated at room 

temperature through engineered interactions with neighbor molecules or substrates. 

 

The spin state of molecule 1, in powder form and as a 5 nm thin films on SiO2, may be 

extracted from the X-ray absorption spectra, such as those in Figure 3, as a function of 

temperature and as a function of time. In the LS state of molecule 1, the 3d electrons occupy 

the t2g orbitals in pairs leaving the eg empty.
[30,32,35,40-42,45]

 This is observable in the shown 

2p3/2 (Fe L3) X-ray absorption spectra as a major eg peak at about 708 eV (Figure 3). In the 

HS state, the eg orbitals are partly populated with the t2g set subsequently partly depopulated, 

which corresponds in the XAS spectra at the Fe L3 (2p3/2) edge to a decrease of the peak 

intensity at 708 eV and an increase of the corresponding t2g peak at about 706.5 eV.  

 

The powder of molecule 1 shows the characteristic shift of the t2g and eg peak intensities, in a 

narrow temperature range around 150 K, revealing the thermally-induced SCO. The 5 nm 

thin film of 1 on SiO2 does not display such a thermally-induced transition and instead the 
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initial Fe L3 (2p3/2) X-ray absorption spectra observed at low temperatures remain unchanged 

up to room temperature. This is seen from the blue curve in Figure 3(b), which was taken at 

room temperature. The initial spectra are similar to that of the powder of molecule 1 at low 

temperature in that the eg peak shows by far of the highest intensity so that it must be 

concluded that the film is mostly in an LS state at 290 K. 

 

In a similar fashion, the initial spectra of 5 nm thin films of 1 on SiO2 at 200 K, 300 K, 345 K 

and of 30 nm thin films on another dielectric substrate, Al2O3, show spectral characteristics 

very similar to the LS state (Figure 4). It is thus concluded that similarly to thin films of 1 on 

Au (111),
[13,35,39,40]

 interactions with SiO2 and Al2O3 dielectric substrates also tend to pin the 

SCO molecular thin films of 1 into the LS state up to 345 K. 

 

Interestingly, the time evolution of the spectra during exposure of the films to X-rays during 

the XAS measurements at a constant temperature around 290 K, detailed in Figures 4b and 5, 

show a systematic behavior reminiscent of the SOXIESST “unlocking” of the LS state, 

allowing a transition to the HS state, although occurring well above the thermal transition 

temperature. When increasing scan speeds to a few seconds per spectrum (at the expense of 

resolution and signal to noise ratio), the evolution of the X-ray absorption spectra of 5 nm 

thin films of 1 on SiO2 at 200 K can be monitored. It resembles the temperature evolution of 

the SCO transition, as seen in Figure 3, by exhibiting a decrease in the eg-like peak and an 

increase in the unoccupied t2g-like peak. This indicates that the spin state of 1 has evolved 
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towards an HS state as a function of exposure time to the soft X-rays, at a constant 

temperature. Similar results have been obtained at higher temperatures for 5 nm thick films of 

1 on SiO2 and 30 nm thick films on Al2O3. 

 

Qualitatively, the soft X-ray induced spin crossover transition increases in rate with 

increasing temperature, achieving nearly complete HS state occupancy for 1 within roughly 

13 minutes of exposure at 200 K (Figure 4a), 4-5 minutes at 300 K (Figure 4b) and 3 minutes 

at 345 K (Figure 4c). The “empty t2g / empty eg” ratio is an empirical approximation indicator 

to extract the occupancy of the HS state, in good agreement with theoretical expectations,
[42]

 

and used in Figure 5 to establish the evolution of the soft X-ray-induced transition to the HS 

state with time, as a function of temperature. Even though the SOXIESST-like process, 

leading to occupancy of a metastable HS state, is gradual (Figure 4), the evolution of this 

process proceeds far more quickly than the traditional SOXIESST, as seen for the powdered 

molecule 1 below 50 K, and as plotted in Figure 6. This increasing rate of this SOXIESST 

process with increasing temperature, above the traditional thermal spin crossover transition 

temperature, suggests that this “unlocking” is a thermally-activated process. Applying an 

Arrhenius equation to the observed rates, and by assuming a constant pre-exponential factor, 

an activation energy of 60+7 meV/molecule can be estimated. This value (of approximately 

60 meV) is close to enthalpy variation associated with the spin transition, which has been 

determined to be in the region of 80 meV.
[30] 
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The resulting excited HS state, or “unlocked” HS state, is stable for at least one hour at room 

temperature without X-ray irradiation. In comparison, changing the spin state of a SCO 

molecular complex, with LIESST and SOXIESST at temperatures below 50-60 K, for 

molecules like 1 or [Fe(bpz)2(phen)] (bpz = dihydrobis(pyrazolyl)borate, phen = 1,10-

phenanthroline) results in the complex remaining trapped in a metastable state with a lifetime 

up to days.
[24,31,32,35,46-48]

 However, when the ultrafast photoexcitation spectroscopy is 

performed at room temperature, the photogenerated high spin state complex is a transient 

species with extremely short lifetimes of picoseconds to nanoseconds,
[26,49-53]

 although 

lifetimes up to 36 ms 
[54,55]

 have been observed. In other words, the transitions we report here 

result in an HS state that is at least five orders of magnitude more stable as a function of time.  

 

It should be emphasized that this soft X-ray-induced transition is reversible, as illustrated in 

Figure 6. With a mild annealing, only slightly exceeding room temperature, molecule 1 

relaxes back to the LS initial state. This reversibility excludes photodecomposition as a 

possible mechanism since photodecomposition effects would be largely temperature 

independent. 

 

Several mechanisms for the unlocking of the substrate pinning of thin films of molecule 1 

and subsequent transition to a majority HS state should be considered. The activation energy 

of 60+7 meV is too small (and too close to the energy associated with expected enthalpy 

change for the spin crossover transition) to be associated with the breaking of chemical bonds, 
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so charge rearrangement and configuration changes remain likely mechanisms for the 

observed high temperature soft X-ray-induced transition to an HS state. Neither SiO2 nor 

molecule 1 assemblies are expected to be good conductors.
[42]

 Under soft X-ray fluences, 

photoemission will occur and charge can build up at the interface, resulting in local electric 

fields that could facilitate a transition of the spin states of the SCO molecule.
[6,7,10,11,13]

 This 

tends to run contrary to the observations that the process is an activated process, as 

conductivity in SiO2 increases with increasing temperature. Changes to the local charge 

population, distortions of the ligand or metal coordination sphere, as a result of local changes 

in charge, are also possible mechanisms for the induced spin state switching.
[18]

 These 

mechanisms are difficult to model, presently, as the interaction of molecule 1 with SiO2 or 

Al2O3 is not known. Thus, to gain further insights into the possible cause of the 

environmental influence on the delicate energetics of the SCO transition, we investigated the 

phase stability of molecule 1 in the presence of other electrically and chemically mildly 

active neighbor molecules. 

 

Here we use strongly dipolar molecules, mixed with molecules of 1, to manipulate the spin 

state transition. We used molecule 2 as an additive, as such zwitterions possess a dipole 

moment in the region of 10 Debyes. When combining the SCO complex 1 with 2, the SCO 

molecule HS state is significantly suppressed, see Figure 7. Specifically, less than 40% of the 

molecules are in the HS state at room temperature, as determined by X-ray absorption 

spectroscopy. This leads to a majority occupancy of the LS state from 79 K to 340 K, which 

corresponds to temperatures that are well above the thermal SCO transition temperature. This 
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suppression of the HS state occupancy has been found empirically to be most pronounced for 

mixtures of 1 and 2 in a 1:2 molar ratio, and is in agreement with magnetometry 

measurements (SI, Fig. S1). We can infer, from the X-ray absorption spectra, that the HS state 

occupancy, before soft X-ray illumination, is significantly higher than for thin films of 1 on 

SiO2 and Al2O3, as discussed above.  

 

Similarly to the molecular thin films of 1, the irradiation of the powder mix, by soft X-rays, 

leads to an increase in the HS state occupancy, as inferred from the X-ray absorption spectra 

(Figure 7). Again, using the “empty t2g / empty eg” ratio, observed in the thermal evolution of 

molecule 1, in the bulk state as discussed above and shown in Figure 3a, the evolution of the 

occupancy of the HS state under soft X-rays irradiation can be estimated, as summarized in 

Figure 7c. Although the initial occupancy in the HS state is higher at 300 K than at 79 K, as is 

evident from the X-ray absorption spectra (Figures 8a and 8b, respectively), the growth rate 

of the HS state fraction is larger when the temperature is increased (Figure 8c).  

 

The increased HS state occupancy at 300 K, due to soft X-rays fluences, can be returned back 

to a majority LS state after a mild temperature annealing up to 340 K, as seen in Figure 8. 

The annealing leads to rapid relaxation of a significant fraction of 1 back to the original 

“locked” LS state. 
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The experiments consistently showed that dipolar surfaces as well as dipolar molecular 

additives to 1 lock molecules mostly in the LS state at room temperature, where they can be 

switched into the HS state with X-ray fluences. Since the investigated samples are in powder 

form, with at least micron sized grains, exceeding the X-rays attenuation length in the 100-

200 nm range, substrate effects may be excluded. Trapped charges, at the substrate interface, 

can thus be safely ruled out, but electrostatic potentials have to be considered in 

computational models aiming at determining the underlying mechanism of the locking and 

unlocking of the molecular spin state.  

 

We have carried out density functional theory calculations to elucidate the mechanism of 

locking and unlocking of the molecular spin state using this mechanism. Both 1 and 2 have 

non-homogeneous electrostatic potentials (ESP) and appreciable dipole moments, as shown 

in Figure 9. This suggests that there should be energetically preferred orientations when 2 

interacts with 1.  Subtle changes in the orientation of the H2B(pz)2 ligands lead to two 

energetically competitive isomers of molecule 1 (see Figure 10a); the B-H group reaches 

toward the nearby bipyridine ligand in geometry 1-a, but it instead tilts toward the other 

H2B(pz)2 ligand in geometry 1-b. The 1-a geometry is only slightly more stable, by 1 

kcal/mol (43 meV) than the 1-b geometry in the gas-phase, and the low-spin electronic spin 

state is energetically favored in both geometries, with the PBE+D3 functional, at zero 

temperature (supplementary materials, Table S1). The more stable 1-a geometry corresponds 

with the isomer that has been reported in crystal structures of 1 below 300 K.
[46-47]

  The 

computed Gibb‟s free energies of the LS and HS configurations of 1-a and 1-b confirm that 
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the HS electronic state becomes, relatively speaking, energetically more favored at higher 

temperature, by about 4-5 kcal/mol between 0 K and 298 K. This is qualitatively consistent 

with the observed preference for the HS state above 160 K in the pure SCO (Supplementary 

material, Table S1). 

 

The most distinguishing difference between the 1-a and 1-b geometries is, arguably, their 

molecular dipole moments, as shown in Figure 10a, since the dipole moment of the 1-b 

geometry (8.7 Debye) is nearly double that of the 1-a geometry (4.7 Debye). We confirmed 

that an external electric dipole field that is aligned parallel to the molecular dipole moment 

can indeed shift the relative energies in favor of the 1-b geometry and increase the HOMO-

LUMO gap. For example, a field strength of 2.57x10
9
 V

.
m

-1
 increases the HOMO-LUMO 

gap of the LS state by 0.25 eV and favors the 1-b geometry by 4 kcal/mol, which represents a 

5 kcal/mol shift in comparison to the gas-phase values. Conversely, electric dipole fields that 

align against the dipole moment of 1 can further favor geometry 1-a.  This suggests that such 

fields could affect the relative populations of the two geometries at room temperature or, less 

drastically, influence the molecular geometries and curvature of the potential energy surface 

around the 1-a and 1-b geometries, thereby affecting the structure‟s dynamics. For example, 

the N1···N2 distances is 0.03 Å shorter in the 1-b geometry than in the 1-a geometry, so an 

increased preference for the former geometry in the presence of favorable dipole-dipole 

interactions, as is hinted at from the simulations, would result in an overall shorter N1···N2 

distance. 
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Considering now a mix of 1 with zwitterion 2, we illustrate in Figure 10(b-d) how the 

electronic density around 1 is perturbed by 2 when the latter is adsorbed at different 

orientations.  As a rule of thumb, the electron density around 1 is increased near the positively 

charged -NH2 groups of 2, while the electron density is reduced near the carbonyl groups of 2 

(see Figure 10d); this is suggestive of dipole-dipole interactions. The most stable orientation 

of 2 binding to 1, via non-covalent interactions (shown in Figure 10b for the 1-b geometry), 

is when 2 is placed in the pocket between the bipyridine and H2B(pz)2 ligands, which does 

indeed match up a relatively electron-poor of each fragment‟s ESP profile with an electron-

rich region of the other fragment‟s ESP profile.  The binding energy of 2 to 1 at this binding 

site was computed to be -16 kcal/mol (Supplementary material, Table S1). When molecule 2 

was rotated by 180 degrees, so that the direction of its dipole moment is reversed, the binding 

energy dropped to less than -8 kcal/mol.  This supports that, as expected, 1 interacts to some 

extent with the dipole moment of the zwitterionic molecule 2.  Furthermore, we noticed that 

when the position of 2 is moved along the H2B(pz)2 ligand to introduce an N-H···H-B contact 

between 2 and the 1-b geometry, the N1···N2 distance on that H2B(pz)2 ligand decreases by 

0.04 Å.  This illustrates that weak bonding interactions between 1 and 2, such as through the 

N-H···H-B interactions, can also subtly influence the coordination spheres around the Fe 

center. A similar effect was reported for [Fe(pic)3]
2+

.S, where pic=2-picolylamine and S a 

solvent molecule, where changing the hydrogen-bonded solvent altered dramatically the 

occurrence of spin crossover.
[56]
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The interactions between 2 and 1, that have been described so far, correspond to interactions 

that leave the intramolecular bonding of each fragment intact as sketched for model 3 in 

Figure 11 and do not consider covalent bonding between 1 and 2. We note, however, that the 

most stable configuration of 2 binding to molecule 1 in our density functional theory 

simulations is when 2 substitutes a hydrogen atom at each –BH2- site on 1, through a 

hydroboration-like reaction, to form covalent B-O bonds like those shown in model 4 (see 

Figure 11). Such a transformation does require a substantial displacement of the substituted H 

atom and it is not obvious how the packing/interactions within a crystal structure might affect 

it, but the computed binding energy of 2 to 1 to form 4 is roughly -37 kcal/mol at T = 0 K, 

which amounts to a two-fold to three-fold stabilization over configuration 3. The LS 

configuration of 4 is favored over the HS configuration more than it is in 1 alone, by 3-4 

kcal/mol at 298 K. The formation of 4 also affects the coordination spheres around the Fe 

center, shortening, for example, the N1···N2 distance by 0.03 Å in the HS state. The 

increased preference for the LS state and shorter N1···N2 distances in 4 are both also 

consistent with the electronic and physical changes that we suggest above to accompany the 

overall preference for the LS state that is experimentally observed. Thus, the possibility of 

such a hydroboration-like reaction could also, alongside the dipole-dipole interactions, 

explain the observed preference for the LS state.  We leave the aromaticity of the zwitterion 

moiety of 4 as undetermined, as indicated by the absence of any double bond in Figure 11, as 

there is presently no experimental confirmation as to whether the nonaromatic character of 2 

is retained or the chemical modifications on 2 may restore aromaticity of the carbon ring, as 
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has been proposed elsewhere.
[61]

 The model of 4 has C-C bond lengths of 1.4 Ångstroms 

throughout the ring, which is close to the value in benzene. 

 

As shown in the SI, the presence of a B-O bond in model 4 gives rise to a low-intensity B-O 

stretching mode in the simulated Raman spectrum at 957 cm
-1

, which is in close proximity to 

a new peak at 954 cm
-1

 observed in the experimental Raman spectra of the 1:2 molar ratio 

samples. The general agreement of both the simulated model 4 and model 3 spectra with the 

experimental spectrum is limited, in part because the computational models do not consider 

crystal packing nor solid state effects. Nonetheless, the computed frequency of the B-O 

stretching mode complements the computed thermodynamic preference for the formation of 

B-O bonds, and suggests that model 4 may be a representative for the species formed in 

experiment. However, calculation of activation barriers for the formation of 4 and X-ray 

diffraction data that can be compared with those obtained experimentally but future work is 

required to confirm the viability of model 4. 

 

Calculations on molecular models of 2 interacting with 1, therefore, suggest several 

mechanisms through which 2 may be helping to lock molecule 1 in an LS electronic state 

near room temperature. A dipole electric field can alter the potential energy surface of 

molecule 1, for example by altering the relative stabilities of the 1-a and 1-b geometries, and 

local dipole-dipole interactions between 2 and 1, like intermolecular N-H···H-B interactions, 

can promote shorter N1···N2 distances in molecule 1. The changes in charge displacement are 
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intimately connected to chemical interactions between 2 and 1, which can also affect the 

geometric and electronic properties of 1. However, the versatile ways in which zwitterion 2 

can bind to 1 help explain why experimental procedures, e.g. the solvent choice, have such a 

profound effect on the fraction of 1 locked in the LS state. However, the discussion of such 

effects is beyond the scope of this paper. 

 

It is well-known that the spin state of complexes like 1 is highly susceptible to even minor 

perturbations of the ligand chemistry,
[43,44]

 and this is consistent with earlier reports of 

permanent substrate-induced spin state locking as discussed. The significance of this study is 

thus in the identification of a strategy to lock, unlock and switch the spin state of a spin-

crossover complex around room temperature. Specifically, the Fe(II) spin crossover molecule 

1, which is usually in the HS state at temperatures above 160 K was stabilized in a metastable 

LS state through interactions either with a supporting dielectric substrate or with strongly 

dipolar additives to 1. This metastable LS state was in both cases unlocked through soft X-ray 

absorption, triggering a transition to the HS state at room temperature. This process was fully 

reversible. From this, together with first principles calculations and the fact that there is no 

report of a similar effect on non-polar surfaces, we infer that dipolar effects are at least to 

some extend key to the reversible manipulation of the molecular spin state.  

 

What is remarkable is that until now low temperatures were mandatory for efficient 

photoswitching with the LIESST effect, and, as such, were incompatible with room 
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temperature applications, though room temperature photoconductance changes in a spin 

crossover system have been observed.
[58] 

This work on the molecular spin state manipulation 

shows that nonvolatile pinning of the spin state is possible at temperatures significantly 

exceeding the spin transition, proposing an alternative to synthetic design for achieving room 

temperature applications of SCO materials. Physical mechanisms for changing the spin state 

at room temperature exist. The soft X-ray fluence that leads to an electronic structure 

characteristic of the high spin state may explain why soft X-ray and other light fluences may 

result in a spin crossover transition temperature that differs from that measured by 

magnetometry, as reported elsewhere.
[31,42,59]

 The potential barrier of the X-ray stimulated 

spin state change process is seen to be more readily accessible at higher temperatures but at 

the expense of phase stability. The extent of this interplay needs further investigation.  

 

This work also revealed the need for further chemical engineering of the energetic of 

interactions of SCO molecules with their neighbors. The binding(s) of zwitterions with an 

SCO complex greatly affects the percentage of spin crossover molecules locked in the LS 

state, without affecting how much can be excited with soft-X-rays to the HS state. Theory 

suggests that chemically different interactions can be the cause of this. The control of one 

particular spin state occupancy, i.e. the engineering of the fraction of one spin or another, 

through chemistry, and the subsequent manipulation of that spin state means that a range of 

nonvolatile molecular memory devices could be anticipated corresponding to the molecular 

equivalent of a "level shifter" semiconductor device. Of key importance is to note that the 

spin cross-over transition temperature of an isolated spin cross-over complex might be well 
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below room temperature, but if the spin state can be “locked”, the complex could be effective 

as a molecular magneto-electric.  This locking of the spin state can be enabled by substrate 

interactions as well as chemical interactions with a dipolar molecule, like the zwitterion 

discussed above. Indeed a thermal spin crossover critical temperature, well below ambient, is 

preferred as long as the spin state can still be altered by extrinsic stimulus at room 

temperature. Key to the applicability of molecular magneto-electric is realization of the 

lifetime that can be maintained in each spin state at room temperature. We believe that this 

study establishes promising strategies to manipulate the spin state transition in SCO 

molecules and will help to design room temperature switchable organic magnets.  

 

 

 

Experimental Section 

 

Experimental:  

Molecule 1 was synthesized according to the literature.
[32]

 This electrically neutral molecule 

was thermally evaporated on various dielectric substrates, and we typically fabricated 5 nm 

thick molecular films on SiO2 and 30 nm thick molecular thin films on Al2O3. The SCO 

transition temperature measured by magnetometry was found, with bulk material, to be about 

160 K, in agreement with the literature.
[30,32,35,40-42,45]

 Molecule 2 was synthesized as 

described,
[60-63]

 and combined with 1: samples were prepared by weighing powders of 1 and 2 
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in the desired molar ratio and mixing them together while dry. The resulting mixture of 1 and 

2 was then immersed in isopropyl alcohol and placed in an ultrasonic bath for 20 min. and 

then the solvent was evaporated. This procedure resulted in a mixture of 1 and 2 with the 

majority of SCO molecules locked in the low spin state (as is evident in magnetometry and as 

discussed below). The resulting material also exhibits a spin crossover transition, leading to 

an increase in the HS state population by 5 to 10%, but remaining far from the nearly 100% 

occupancy in the HS state, as is observed in 1 alone. The molar ratio 1/2 of 1:2 was chosen 

for the studies here because, over many combinations, it resulted in the largest fraction of 

molecules in the LS state, ca. 60% from X-ray absorption measurements, at temperatures 

above 160 K.   

The X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements were performed at the bending 

magnet beamline 6.3.1, at the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National 

Laboratory. The photon flux is on the order of 10
11

 photons/sec/0.1%BW.
[64]

 The temperature 

was stabilized within ±1 degree Kelvin. Positive circular polarized X-ray was used. Total 

electron yield (TEY) mode was used to measure the absorption of the Fe L3 and L2 edges. 

The X-ray beam was blanked or moved to a fresh sample spot when necessary to avoid 

artifacts through uncontrolled exposure. 
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Figure 1. (a) The chemical structures of the spin crossover complex [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] (pz = 

pyrazol-1-yl, bipy = 2,2’-bipyridine) (molecule 1) and the p-benzoquinonemonoimine zwitterion, 

C6H2(···NH2)2(···O)2 molecule (molecule 2).   
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Figure 2. Schematics of the principle of reversible control of the spin state of molecule 1, pinned in 

the majority LS state in the presence of molecule 2 at temperatures reaching room temperature (RT). 

X-ray irradiation switches the state to the majority HS state, and mild heating by an additional 10-40 

K brings the molecules back into a majority LS configuration. 
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Figure 3. (a) Temperature dependent X-ray absorption spectra of molecule 1 powder; (b) Time 

evolution of a 5 nm thick films of molecule 1 on SiO2 at a constant temperature of 290 K. The trapped 

LS state evolves into an HS state under soft X-ray exposure (with the time increasing from bottom to 

top) in a process analogous to SOXIESST, even though here this occurs at higher temperatures. 
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Figure 4. X-ray absorption spectra of thin films of molecule 1 on SiO2 (a-c) and on Al2O3 (d), indicating 

time evolution of SOXIESST at (a) 200 K, (b) 290 K and (c) 345 K, for 5 nm thick films on SiO2. Similar 

results are obtained for (d) 30 nm thin films on Al2O3, at 294 K. From bottom to top, the time is 

increasing and the spin state changes from the LS state (blue) to the HS state (red). 

 

Figure 5. The evolution of the HS state fraction for 5 nm thin films of 1 on SiO2 at 290 K (blue), and 

powder of 1 (red) at 15 K. The inset shows the related Arrhenius plot of the HS fraction of the thin 

films. 
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Figure 6. X-ray absorption spectra showing the ‘unlocking’ of 5 nm thin films of molecule 1 on SiO2, 

under soft X-ray fluences (SOXIESST on), towards a HS state within about 5 min at 290 K. This is 

followed by a reversible return to the locked LS phase under a small increase in temperature to 300 

K, within about 10 minutes.  
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Figure 7. The evolution of high spin state occupancy for mixtures of molecules 1 and 2 in the ratio of 

1:2. The soft X-ray absorption at (a) RT and (b) 79 K is plotted, with increasing time from bottom to 

top. (c) The HS fraction evolution with time, estimated from the X-ray absorption empty t2g / empty 

eg ratio at 300 K (red) and 79 K (blue). 

 

Figure 8.  The locking and unlocking of the HS state occupancy for a mixture of 1 with 2 in the molar 

ratio of 1:2. The soft X-ray fluences switch the molecule to a stable HS state within about 5 min at 

300 K. Reversibility occurs when increasing the temperature to 340 K, within about 10 min. This is 

schematically illustrated in Figure 2.  
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Figure 9. (a) and (b) show the ball-and-stick representations of 1 and 2 (left) alongside the computed 

electrostatic potential (ESP) around them (right). The ESP is coloring an isosurface (isovalue = 0.01 

a.u.) of the total electron density, , from each fragment; X is the median of the ESP values that are 

sampled on each  isosurface, and regions that are electron-rich/electron-poor are colored red/blue, 

respectively. In (a), the N1-N2 distance provides a simple metric that helps distinguish between the 

low-spin and high-spin electronic states. The computed electrostatic potential (ESP) around 1 is 

shown for the low-spin state. In (a) and (b), the computed dipole moment is shown in the bottom 

right, and the C atoms are colored dark brown, N atoms in blue, B atoms in green, Fe atoms in light 

brown and H atoms are white.  
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Figure 10. (a) A sketch of two energetically competitive isomers of molecule 1; the BH2 group is 

closest to the adjacent bipyridine ligand in the 1-a geometry, whereas it is instead closest to the 

adjacent pyrazol-1-yl ligand in the 1-b geometry. The computed molecular dipole moment in the low-

spin electronic state is shown below each molecule. Also shown are the molecules’ relative electronic 

energies in the gas-phase and when modeled in a 2.57x109 V*m-1 electric dipole field that runs 

parallel to their dipole moments. (b) The charge density difference () surrounding molecule 1, in 

the 1-b geometry, as a molecule of 2 is adsorbed, via non-covalent interactions, in the lowest-energy 

binding site that was considered.  is coloring an isosurface of the total electron density, 
, from 

molecule 1; regions that are colored red correspond with an accumulation of electron density, 
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relative to the isolated fragments, and regions that are colored blue correspond with a loss of 

electron density. The structure around the 2 binding site is sketched to the right. (c) and (d) show 

how  changes with different binding geometries of 2 to 1; (c) shows a geometry where the N-H 

groups from 2 are in close contact with the B-H groups from 1, and (d) shows a geometry that is 

similar to (b), but 2 is rotated to introduce an O…(H2B(pz)2) interaction. 

 

 

Figure 11.  The chemical structures of the two structural models we considered for two molecules of 

2 (red) binding to molecule 1 (black); the 2 fragments are colored red, and the 1 fragment is colored 

black. Model 3 corresponds with two molecules of 2 binding to 1 without forming additional covalent 

inter-fragment bonds. Model 4 corresponds to a possible product of a reaction between 2 and 1 that 

would generate a covalent B-O bond between the 1 and 2 constituents; the B-O bond is colored 

green.  Model 4 is computed to be more stable than model 3.  In the absence of definitive evidence 
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of the presence or absence aromaticity of the zwitterion moieties in 4, no double nor aromatic bonds 

are indicated on these moieties. 
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Computational Details 

All of the reported theory efforts on models of gas-phase 1- and/or 2 based complexes use 

first-principles Density Functional Theory (DFT),
[1]

 consistent with prior efforts on 1 
[2,3,4]

 

and 2.
[5-15]

 In this work, we use DFT as it is implemented in the Gaussian09 computational 

package.
[16]

 We used the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional of Perdew, 

Burke, Ernzerhof (PBE) 
[16,17]

 in tandem with the 3
rd

-generation Grimme set of empirical 

dispersion corrections
 [18]

 (PBE+D3).  All of the energetic and electronic trends that we 

discuss in the main text were checked with the hybrid B3LYP functional [Stephens 94] and 
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the meta-GGA TPSS functional 
[19]

 to ensure quantitative agreement, and the results from all 

three functionals (PBE+D3, B3LYP+D3, and TPSS+D3) are shown in the SI.  We note that, 

as expected, the relative energies of the low-spin S = 0 (LS) and high-spin S = 2 (HS) states 

are quite sensitive to the methodology that was used (PBE+D3 and TPSS+D3 heavily favor 

the LS state and B3LYP+D3 favors the HS state at T= 0 K).  

The Gaussian09 calculations were run with the all-electron TZVP basis set. The binding 

energies, Gbind, of 2 to 1, are computed as n* Gbind(1 and 2) =G1and 2 – (G1 + n*G2), where 

GX is the computed Gibb‟s free energy of compound X at a given temperature.  In the 

discussion below, the molecule 1 model is an isolated spin crossover complex, and the 3 and 

4 models (defined in the discussion below) are combinations of 1 with two molecules of 2. 

The basis set superposition errors (BSSE), to correct the binding energies, were computed 

using the Counterpoise method
 [20]

 for the 3 model and found to be 1.5 kcal/mol for the two 

spin states.  The binding energies that we discuss in the main text do not include this BSSE 

correction. 

The geometric differences between the LS and HS states are consistent: the Fe-N distances 

are longer in the HS state, illustrating the spin crossover transition is accompanied by a 

structural change.
[3,21,22]

  For example, calculations find that the distance between the 

coordinating N atoms in the H2B(pz)2 pyrazol-1-yl ligand of molecule 1 (labeled N1···N2, in 

Figure 3) is roughly 0.2 Å longer in the HS state to be compared to the 0.15 Å change found 

in crystal structures.
[22]

 We have found that changes, either shortenings or lengthenings, in the 

N1···N2 distances correlate with changes in the Fe···N distances whenever they are mentioned 

in the discussion below. With regards to the interactions of molecule 1 with dipole electric 
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fields as discussed below, it is also worth noting the differences between the electron density 

distributions of the LS and HS states; as an example, the differences in the partial atomic 

charges of Fe in a number of different models are shown in the SI. 
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Figure S1. The suppression of the magnetic moment/Fe for the [Fe(H2B(pz)2)2(bipy)], i.e. molecule 1 

(blue, with no additive), when the zwitterionic p-benzoquinonemonoimine C6H2(···NH2)2(···O)2, i.e. 

molecule 2 is added (green). Suppression of the high spin state and the spin crossover transition is 

evident. 
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Figure S2. The experimental Raman spectra of the spin-crossover molecule [Fe(H2B(pz)2)2(bipy)], i.e. 

molecule 1 (labelled SCO in the plot above), with the zwitterionic p-benzoquinonemonoimine 

C6H2(···NH2)2(···O)2, i.e. molecule 2 (labelled PZI in the plot above), fabricated using isopropyl alcohol 

with different ratios of 1 (SCO) versus 2 (PZI) (color), and without the zwitterionic p-

benzoquinonemonoimine molecule (black).  Of particular note is the appearance of a new peak in 

the 1:2 SCO:PZI spectrum at 954 cm-1. 
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Figure S3. (a) A comparison of the experimentally measured Raman spectra of 1 (red) vs. a 1:2 

mixture of molecule 1 and molecule 2 (blue) between 870 cm-1 and 1035 cm-1. Comparison of the 

DFT computed Raman spectra are shown of (b) the gas-phase Model 3 complex (blue) versus the 1 

and 2 molecules (red, the spectrum of each molecule is plotted separately), (c) the gas-phase Model 

4 complex (blue) versus the gas-phase Model 3 complex (green), and (d) the gas-phase Model 4 

complex (blue) versus the 1 and 2 molecules (red, the spectrum of each molecule is plotted 

separately). Model 4 possesses intermolecular B-O bonds, which are stretched by the mode that 

appears in the computed spectrum of 4 at 957 cm-1. In all subfigures the black vertical lines are a 

guide to the eye that help highlight the mode at 957 cm-1. 
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Figure S4 The experimental infra-red spectra of the spin-crossover molecule [Fe(H2B(pz)2)2(bipy)], i.e. 

molecule 1 (labelled SCO in the plot above), with the zwitterionic p-benzoquinonemonoimine 

C6H2(···NH2)2(···O)2, i.e. molecule 2 (labelled PZI in the plot above), fabricated using isopropyl alcohol 

with different ratios of SCO vs. PZI (color), and without the zwitterionic p-benzoquinonemonoimine 

molecule (black).  The IR spectra of the mixed SCO:PZI systems agree well with superimposed plots 

of the pure SCO and PZI spectra. 
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Figure S5. The measured infra-red spectra of [Fe(H2B(pz)2)2(bipy)], i.e. molecule 1 (the SCO - spin 

crossover molecule), with the zwitterionic p-benzoquinonemonoimine C6H2(···NH2)2(···O)2, i.e. 

molecule 2.  
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Figure S6. Computed electronic properties of the 1 (1-b geometry), 2, 3, and 4 models, including 

both the low-spin and high-spin states where appropriate.  Shown are: 1) the computed dipole 

moment of each molecule, in units of Debye, 2) the computed Hirshfeld atomic charges on the Fe 

atom, shown as QHirshfeld(Fe) in units of e, and 3) the difference in energy between the highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), shown as 

HOMO-LUMO in units of eV.  All of these values were computed with the PBE+D3 functional. 
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 PBE+D3 B3LYP+D3 TPSS+D3 

T = 0K    

GT=0K (1-a, LS) 0.0 0.0 0.0 

GT=0K (1-a, HS) +19.2 -3.6 +21.2 

GT=0K (1-b, LS) +1.1 +2.8  +1.5 

GT=0K (1-b, HS) +20.4 -1.9 +22.4 

    

GT=298K (1-a, LS) 0.0 0.0 0.0 

GT=298K (1-a, HS) +14.6 -7.3 +18.3 

GT=298K (1-b, LS) +1.2 +3.0 +1.8 

GT=298K (1-b, HS) +15.5 -6.6 +16.6 

 

Table S1: Relative computed Gibb’s free energies, G, between the 1-a and 1-b geometries in their 

lowest-energy low-spin (LS) and high-spin (HS) electronic configurations at T = 0 K (top) and T = 298 K 

(bottom), expressed in kcal/mol.  The scale of G is set to reference the LS electronic configuration 

of the 1-a geometry at each temperature.  The two trends we wish to stress are: 1) the 1-b geometry 

is generally 1-3 kcal/mol less stable than the 1-a geometry, and 2) the difference in energy between 

the LS and HS electronic states is consistently decreased, in favor of the HS state, at T = 298 K  vs. the 

computed difference at T = 0 K.  
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 PBE+D3 B3LYP+D3 TPSS+D3 

GT=0K (3, LS) -16.5 -16.0 -16.3 

GT=0K (4, LS) -36.6 -40.3 -36.1 

GT=298K (3, LS) -7.3 -0.7 -4.3 

GT=298K (4, LS) -23.6 -22.9 -22.1 

 

Table S2: The binding energies, Gbind, of 2 to 1 to form the 3 and 4 geometries at T=0K or T=298K 

when 1 is in its low-spin state in the 1-b geometry, expressed in kcal/mol. Gbind is computed as  

Gbind(X) = 0.5* [G X – (G1 + 2*G2)], where GX is the computed free energy of 3 or 4, and G1 / 

G2 are the computed free energies of the respective optimized 1 / 2 geometries.  The model 3 

structure (shown in Figure 10 of the main text) is a low-energy structure of two 2 molecules binding 

to 1-b without forming any new covalent bonding interactions, and the 4 structure (also shown in 

Figure 10 of the main text) is a  model of what could result from a hydroboration reaction between 1 

and 2.  Note that G(4) is consistently much lower than G(3). Also note that the HS electronic state 

is computed to have lower (ie. more stable and more negative) binding energies in both models 3 

and 4 with the B3LYP+D3 functional, but they are not shown in the above table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Molecular Geometries 

1-a geometry  --  optimized with the PBE+D3 functional, XYZ format 

59 
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N     1.378329    -0.970573    -0.825410 

N     1.378783    0.967847    0.827150 

C     2.636079    0.551142    0.475645 

C     3.783401    1.142521    1.015096 

C     3.658273    2.174991    1.939025 

C     2.373052    2.583655    2.309829 

C     1.269672    1.963012    1.738527 

C     1.268684    -1.965823    -1.736555 

C     2.371761    -2.587592    -2.307276 

C     3.657163    -2.179869    -1.936095 

C     3.782828    -1.147281    -1.012360 

C     2.635798    -0.554821    -0.473454 

H     0.253835    -2.245346    -2.006369 

H     2.214914    -3.387650    -3.030684 

H     4.541768    -2.652734    -2.363788 

H     4.768274    -0.793786    -0.709994 

H     4.768652    0.788268    0.712977 

H     4.543100    2.647062    2.367126 

H     2.216599    3.383715    3.033322 

H     0.254966    2.243477    2.007906 

N     -0.091297    -1.233461    1.577210 

N     -0.645037    -2.478623    1.589565 

N     -1.900762    -2.305172    -0.582152 
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N     -1.530821    -1.026885    -0.888909 

B     -1.050017    -3.251175    0.305072 

C     -0.623786    -2.974872    2.848168 

C     -0.040759    -2.031769    3.689206 

C     0.271366    -0.956676    2.849535 

C     -2.479160    -0.531603    -1.714815 

C     -3.456884    -1.502251    -1.964110 

C     -3.054845    -2.609089    -1.222874 

H     0.125269    -2.106361    4.758155 

H     -1.018561    -3.966417    3.042722 

H     -3.498185    -3.591283    -1.097525 

H     -4.340141    -1.405651    -2.585697 

H     -0.046795    -3.618116    -0.279522 

H     -1.743510    -4.192264    0.630487 

H     0.711205    -0.000321    3.104231 

H     -2.417289    0.491991    -2.065685 

N     -0.086881    1.233096    -1.577037 

N     -0.638429    2.479245    -1.590051 

N     -1.896712    2.308516    0.580341 

N     -1.529926    1.029303    0.887171 

B     -1.043132    3.252731    -0.306039 

C     -0.615008    2.975342    -2.848669 

C     -0.032792    2.031144    -3.689045 

C     0.276551    0.955554    -2.848978 
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C     -3.050751    2.614858    1.219935 

C     -3.456040    1.508735    1.960506 

C     -2.480252    0.535983    1.712003 

H     0.134410    2.105322    -4.757839 

H     -1.007804    3.967575    -3.043722 

H     -3.491742    3.598074    1.094305 

H     -4.340132    1.413940    2.581187 

H     -0.039776    3.617745    0.279572 

H     -1.734334    4.195242    -0.632229 

H     0.714881    -0.001638    -3.103151 

H     -2.421063    -0.487812    2.062753 

Fe     -0.073447    -0.000215    0.000064 

 

___________________________________________ 

1-b geometry  --  optimized with the PBE+D3 functional, XYZ format 

59 

 

N     1.362619    1.006238    0.780525 

N     1.362618    -1.006238    -0.780524 

C     2.621764    -0.598546    -0.415236 

C     3.767380    -1.305467    -0.796569 

C     3.643016    -2.461024    -1.560398 

C     2.357047    -2.890459    -1.905677 

C     1.254756    -2.150954    -1.498159 
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C     1.254758    2.150954    1.498159 

C     2.357049    2.890457    1.905678 

C     3.643018    2.461022    1.560398 

C     3.767381    1.305465    0.796568 

C     2.621764    0.598545    0.415236 

H     0.242160    2.459399    1.746378 

H     2.199418    3.800230    2.485211 

H     4.525467    3.024866    1.864181 

H     4.749585    0.953583    0.481247 

H     4.749585    -0.953585    -0.481248 

H     4.525465    -3.024868    -1.864181 

H     2.199415    -3.800231    -2.485210 

H     0.242158    -2.459399    -1.746377 

N     -1.452387    0.988908    1.049565 

N     -2.330557    1.892586    0.539960 

N     -1.174978    2.207175    -1.673920 

N     -0.130727    1.370308    -1.430166 

B     -2.568957    2.079837    -0.982780 

C     -3.023109    2.469743    1.549150 

C     -2.583982    1.930487    2.756277 

C     -1.595944    1.008072    2.394306 

C     0.856838    1.701927    -2.291502 

C     0.441562    2.757392    -3.112957 

C     -0.851263    3.047746    -2.683856 
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H     -2.936221    2.164744    3.754694 

H     -3.779530    3.214670    1.326548 

H     -1.569268    3.789296    -3.017127 

H     1.004529    3.245432    -3.900907 

H     -3.174246    1.129348    -1.431555 

H     -3.158321    3.128685    -1.148371 

H     -0.989178    0.358210    3.014898 

H     1.801453    1.169204    -2.277182 

N     -1.452387    -0.988908    -1.049565 

N     -2.330558    -1.892585    -0.539960 

N     -1.174979    -2.207175    1.673920 

N     -0.130728    -1.370308    1.430166 

B     -2.568958    -2.079835    0.982780 

C     -3.023111    -2.469741    -1.549150 

C     -2.583983    -1.930486    -2.756277 

C     -1.595945    -1.008071    -2.394306 

C     -0.851265    -3.047746    2.683855 

C     0.441561    -2.757394    3.112956 

C     0.856837    -1.701928    2.291502 

H     -2.936222    -2.164743    -3.754694 

H     -3.779533    -3.214667    -1.326548 

H     -1.569270    -3.789296    3.017127 

H     1.004527    -3.245435    3.900905 

H     -3.174246    -1.129345    1.431555 
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H     -3.158323    -3.128682    1.148372 

H     -0.989178    -0.358210    -3.014898 

H     1.801452    -1.169205    2.277183 

Fe     -0.101324    0.000000    0.000000 

 

___________________________________________ 

2 geometry  --  optimized with the PBE+D3 functional, XYZ format 

16 

 

N     2.408790    1.233951    0.000104 

N     -2.408790    1.233949    0.000051 

O     2.383863    -1.322880    -0.000133 

O     -2.383863    -1.322879    -0.000076 

C     1.187730    0.721098    -0.000002 

C     0.000000    -1.498496    0.000211 

C     1.233219    -0.824069    -0.000026 

C     -1.187730    0.721098    -0.000009 

C     0.000000    1.447861    -0.000125 

C     -1.233219    -0.824069    0.000011 

H     -0.000001    2.541639    -0.000111 

H     0.000000    -2.587982    0.000175 

H     -3.146716    0.511214    0.000021 

H     -2.608857    2.227076    -0.000010 

H     2.608855    2.227078    0.000047 
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H     3.146715    0.511216    0.000103 

 

___________________________________________ 

3 geometry  --  optimized with the PBE+D3 functional, XYZ format 

91 

 

N     4.223001    1.499666    2.392647 

N     5.350498    -1.587449    -1.109127 

N     -4.230045    1.495042    -2.399010 

N     -5.343190    -1.586611    1.112359 

O     5.797984    3.243515    1.334854 

O     6.996414    0.144560    -2.077528 

O     -5.802688    3.239489    -1.338804 

O     -6.987691    0.145528    2.082601 

C     4.877732    1.058457    1.331322 

C     6.525587    1.796110    -0.419143 

C     5.802905    2.139273    0.738768 

C     5.448861    -0.477574    -0.392051 

C     4.735588    -0.209805    0.772247 

C     6.421948    0.532896    -1.031963 

C     -4.880453    1.055290    -1.334396 

C     -6.525525    1.793647    0.418416 

C     -5.805257    2.136048    -0.741210 

C     -5.444780    -0.478227    0.393432 
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C     -4.734436    -0.211436    -0.772849 

C     -6.417410    0.532254    1.034112 

H     4.038176    -0.938986    1.191250 

H     7.196197    2.535761    -0.856505 

H     5.941707    -1.582211    -1.952253 

H     4.663960    -2.319227    -0.930241 

H     3.515466    0.955314    2.887990 

H     4.451390    2.474541    2.633962 

H     -4.037595    -0.940715    -1.192623 

H     -7.195576    2.533383    0.856478 

H     -5.932547    -1.580581    1.956798 

H     -4.657219    -2.318722    0.932510 

H     -3.522218    0.951123    -2.894389 

H     -4.460001    2.469372    -2.641109 

N     1.141929    0.980032    -0.575963 

N     -1.144675    0.977104    0.579403 

C     -0.667459    2.232565    0.300548 

C     -1.415408    3.382780    0.574453 

C     -2.665819    3.268261    1.174088 

C     -3.132957    1.991702    1.492726 

C     -2.357316    0.883717    1.170225 

C     2.355777    0.889627    -1.164818 

C     3.128874    1.999577    -1.486657 

C     2.657544    3.275044    -1.169734 
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C     1.406124    3.386429    -0.571641 

C     0.661097    2.234268    -0.297915 

H     2.703295    -0.115878    -1.381560 

H     4.104068    1.857276    -1.950961 

H     3.260383    4.159959    -1.373961 

H     1.005132    4.365220    -0.310084 

H     -1.017459    4.362551    0.311910 

H     -3.270919    4.151608    1.378409 

H     -4.106818    1.846906    1.958991 

H     -2.701800    -0.122628    1.388030 

N     1.227114    -1.882516    -0.729333 

N     1.909994    -2.789539    0.017998 

N     1.637966    -1.587812    2.231316 

N     0.929806    -0.527124    1.746596 

B     1.714719    -2.988475    1.544416 

C     2.651939    -3.584392    -0.793191 

C     2.456600    -3.176192    -2.111931 

C     1.562968    -2.103336    -2.021684 

C     0.954966    0.433229    2.696814 

C     1.673507    -0.015286    3.816567 

C     2.090266    -1.301380    3.474948 

H     2.888196    -3.602638    -3.010850 

H     3.232548    -4.397194    -0.367363 

H     2.670503    -2.037014    4.021978 
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H     1.840947    0.509193    4.751842 

H     0.698545    -3.613994    1.757311 

H     2.700278    -3.551042    1.977764 

H     1.135862    -1.493352    -2.809642 

H     0.462189    1.384910    2.533461 

N     -1.224882    -1.886037    0.727667 

N     -1.907363    -2.791888    -0.021451 

N     -1.635910    -1.586593    -2.232799 

N     -0.929781    -0.525443    -1.746130 

B     -1.710952    -2.988333    -1.548003 

C     -2.648733    -3.588912    0.788135 

C     -2.453384    -3.183428    2.107712 

C     -1.560351    -2.109872    2.019608 

C     -2.087740    -1.299253    -3.476380 

C     -1.672787    -0.012045    -3.815977 

C     -0.955832    0.436123    -2.695084 

H     -2.884531    -3.612081    3.005801 

H     -3.228944    -4.401130    0.360681 

H     -2.666468    -2.035053    -4.024790 

H     -1.840144    0.513373    -4.750747 

H     -0.693621    -3.611951    -1.761047 

H     -2.695354    -3.551821    -1.982751 

H     -1.133374    -1.501491    2.808869 

H     -0.464811    1.388431    -2.530195 
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Fe     -0.000057    -0.502872    0.000453 

 

___________________________________________ 

4 geometry  --  optimized with the PBE+D3 functional, XYZ format 

91 

 

N     -5.480803    -3.982267    -0.908500 

N     -8.082381    -0.297168    1.217926 

O     -3.551580    -2.239836    -1.468553 

O     -6.011553    1.335559    0.722451 

C     -5.685534    -2.635875    -0.568476 

C     -4.746286    -0.384569    -0.395358 

C     -4.632531    -1.714835    -0.811944 

C     -6.948083    -0.856094    0.516618 

C     -6.832181    -2.185816    0.094064 

C     -5.894330    0.038876    0.280400 

H     -7.645777    -2.886949    0.301768 

H     -3.949070    0.327772    -0.592472 

H     -6.909511    1.329257    1.143454 

H     -8.934826    -0.340101    0.655975 

H     -4.738760    -4.086876    -1.599422 

H     -6.324278    -4.488079    -1.165327 

N     5.480850    -3.982256    0.908592 

N     8.082108    -0.297206    -1.218310 
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O     3.551587    -2.239863    1.468650 

O     6.011245    1.335470    -0.722802 

C     5.685504    -2.635877    0.568466 

C     4.746155    -0.384620    0.395267 

C     4.632483    -1.714861    0.811952 

C     6.947892    -0.856124    -0.516863 

C     6.832081    -2.185819    -0.094195 

C     5.894121    0.038820    -0.280626 

H     7.645688    -2.886935    -0.301916 

H     3.948925    0.327701    0.592395 

H     6.909167    1.329171    -1.143883 

H     8.265376    -0.789764    -2.094720 

H     6.324366    -4.488018    1.165382 

H     4.738868    -4.086852    1.599580 

N     1.106675    2.090505    -0.631892 

N     -1.106537    2.090583    0.631926 

C     -0.659786    3.347119    0.311482 

C     -1.441155    4.483582    0.541774 

C     -2.713197    4.344704    1.090759 

C     -3.173442    3.059961    1.396645 

C     -2.345458    1.969078    1.163512 

C     2.345591    1.968916    -1.163470 

C     3.173640    3.059745    -1.396625 

C     2.713464    4.344523    -1.090778 
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C     1.441427    4.483488    -0.541805 

C     0.659992    3.347074    -0.311485 

H     2.667401    0.954600    -1.388162 

H     4.178706    2.878107    -1.776527 

H     3.343817    5.218954    -1.255883 

H     1.060013    5.466760    -0.265613 

H     -1.059688    5.466826    0.265554 

H     -3.343499    5.219175    1.255844 

H     -4.178517    2.878396    1.776561 

H     -2.667325    0.954786    1.388234 

N     1.094351    -0.752790    -0.885683 

N     1.887782    -1.665611    -0.260408 

N     2.015955    -0.353467    1.951229 

N     1.155156    0.635963    1.595853 

B     2.172256    -1.765205    1.271137 

C     2.426158    -2.508790    -1.177315 

C     1.983937    -2.128209    -2.437638 

C     1.152797    -1.026104    -2.209005 

C     1.265002    1.608906    2.527567 

C     2.197473    1.236064    3.504320 

C     2.646870    -0.016702    3.104239 

H     2.223726    -2.589565    -3.388897 

H     3.097402    -3.301569    -0.863283 

H     3.376613    -0.693595    3.534625 
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H     2.505969    1.801939    4.376306 

H     8.934605    -0.340079    -0.656435 

H     1.420634    -2.554607    1.803706 

H     0.589501    -0.426635    -2.914446 

H     0.665130    2.508974    2.453939 

N     -1.094358    -0.752711    0.885800 

N     -1.887838    -1.665506    0.260551 

N     -2.015930    -0.353437    -1.951131 

N     -1.155094    0.635971    -1.595780 

B     -2.172264    -1.765154    -1.271000 

C     -2.426277    -2.508618    1.177483 

C     -1.984043    -2.128020    2.437796 

C     -1.152833    -1.025974    2.209131 

C     -2.646826    -0.016685    -3.104155 

C     -2.197375    1.236048    -3.504275 

C     -1.264893    1.608885    -2.527529 

H     -2.223869    -2.589326    3.389069 

H     -3.097562    -3.301371    0.863472 

H     -3.376594    -0.693563    -3.534522 

H     -2.505843    1.801907    -4.376282 

H     -1.420615    -2.554568    -1.803514 

H     -8.265716    -0.789680    2.094348 

H     -0.589507    -0.426514    2.914556 

H     -0.664985    2.508931    -2.453929 
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Fe     0.000030    0.632121    0.000038 

 

_________________________________________ 

 

Lowest-energy geometry that we considered of 2 binding to 1-a --  optimized with the PBE+D3 

functional, XYZ format 

75 

 

N     -2.867739    1.421732    -2.029615 

N     -3.915850    -2.811317    -0.037731 

O     -4.569654    2.569675    -0.441978 

O     -5.735512    -1.656353    1.407239 

C     -3.519573    0.594709    -1.225643 

C     -5.363030    0.509439    0.473779 

C     -4.560098    1.314100    -0.353589 

C     -4.049248    -1.508671    -0.250813 

C     -3.273731    -0.771091    -1.136781 

C     -5.151914    -0.876933    0.615647 

H     -2.496473    -1.243495    -1.738558 

H     -6.113824    0.988375    1.102419 

H     -4.545188    -3.182101    0.685106 

H     -3.132090    -3.341623    -0.409467 

H     -2.071818    1.120686    -2.590702 

H     -3.126172    2.409313    -1.913609 
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N     0.584026    1.810915    -0.121454 

N     -0.409580    -0.209376    1.083123 

C     -1.154817    0.932421    1.220397 

C     -2.307697    0.970141    2.009318 

C     -2.725372    -0.177819    2.674850 

C     -1.960358    -1.338345    2.538141 

C     -0.818127    -1.314544    1.746103 

C     1.149026    2.796786    -0.856830 

C     0.559242    4.043936    -1.022905 

C     -0.672427    4.305452    -0.413733 

C     -1.265744    3.301311    0.344583 

C     -0.617021    2.069400    0.484658 

H     2.097498    2.547317    -1.325779 

H     1.068545    4.796656    -1.624827 

H     -1.167751    5.269175    -0.536578 

H     -2.248481    3.453013    0.790442 

H     -2.881571    1.892131    2.089711 

H     -3.638921    -0.174167    3.268744 

H     -2.243423    -2.264297    3.038761 

H     -0.186834    -2.192140    1.631619 

N     2.162593    0.403837    1.783296 

N     3.329260    1.101717    1.885541 

N     3.985652    1.010612    -0.534045 

N     2.921063    0.265312    -0.953069 
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B     3.945039    1.923628    0.721827 

C     3.762745    1.080132    3.167006 

C     2.859203    0.347516    3.930796 

C     1.878000    -0.060065    3.020592 

C     3.319725    -0.398591    -2.061327 

C     4.641414    -0.062420    -2.376980 

C     5.027395    0.828813    -1.380083 

H     2.907245    0.131527    4.992262 

H     4.678434    1.596788    3.434205 

H     5.964127    1.345684    -1.200500 

H     5.237272    -0.429175    -3.205408 

H     3.275013    2.919507    0.523821 

H     5.086685    2.206366    1.018805 

H     1.003750    -0.674763    3.194517 

H     2.648466    -1.092656    -2.554029 

N     0.358410    -0.444970    -1.687563 

N     -0.031350    -1.688795    -2.085105 

N     1.243391    -2.980973    -0.349614 

N     1.810112    -1.901683    0.270587 

B     -0.091340    -2.911641    -1.126993 

C     -0.434024    -1.656603    -3.378320 

C     -0.303177    -0.352716    -3.849993 

C     0.207956    0.366448    -2.759654 

C     2.006840    -4.081081    -0.133114 
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C     3.101254    -3.715424    0.642137 

C     2.942470    -2.340580    0.860312 

H     -0.511645    0.015233    -4.848918 

H     -0.776177    -2.565145    -3.862510 

H     1.709478    -5.036432    -0.552527 

H     3.908941    -4.350327    0.988868 

H     -1.037168    -2.779640    -0.366410 

H     -0.201756    -3.913790    -1.802428 

H     0.510543    1.405773    -2.709129 

H     3.583665    -1.645963    1.391011 

Fe     1.231118    -0.009683    0.063579 

 

 

_________________________________________ 

 

Lowest-energy geometry that we considered of 2 binding to 1-b --  optimized with the PBE+D3 

functional, XYZ format 

75 

 

N     3.322736    1.468989    1.906443 

N     3.597722    -2.715788    -0.432265 

O     5.330589    2.339694    0.546218 

O     5.683241    -1.852348    -1.684851 

C     3.847879    0.570216    1.089913 
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C     5.660392    0.287461    -0.628391 

C     5.041696    1.142273    0.301760 

C     3.993963    -1.508861    -0.055269 

C     3.369114    -0.725570    0.909823 

C     5.219838    -1.030383    -0.858362 

H     2.487572    -1.083588    1.446331 

H     6.514938    0.658657    -1.194173 

H     4.178763    -3.121885    -1.178615 

H     2.730322    -3.152811    -0.120015 

H     2.491364    1.302475    2.475641 

H     3.806827    2.377278    1.873065 

N     -1.949517    1.757049    -0.035864 

N     0.275922    0.871811    -0.913343 

C     0.198145    2.243109    -0.901936 

C     1.256261    3.046013    -1.340694 

C     2.404408    2.453923    -1.857497 

C     2.451102    1.060311    -1.936620 

C     1.388862    0.313050    -1.439950 

C     -3.228394    2.101533    0.248918 

C     -3.680808    3.413857    0.198414 

C     -2.797686    4.432780    -0.173148 

C     -1.496304    4.084419    -0.520620 

C     -1.096480    2.745129    -0.458417 

H     -3.886348    1.285438    0.536016 
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H     -4.719991    3.626590    0.449427 

H     -3.124210    5.472250    -0.215651 

H     -0.791478    4.844090    -0.857862 

H     1.175568    4.131118    -1.277568 

H     3.248683    3.060536    -2.184931 

H     3.324329    0.548747    -2.339790 

H     1.416658    -0.773369    -1.448486 

N     -2.760717    -0.735024    0.995310 

N     -3.714869    -1.569501    0.502515 

N     -3.156604    -1.253305    -1.929386 

N     -2.162748    -0.341614    -1.743934 

B     -3.580245    -2.305309    -0.858139 

C     -4.692669    -1.734605    1.422637 

C     -4.373460    -0.983725    2.551944 

C     -3.156630    -0.370359    2.236993 

C     -2.010904    0.327564    -2.909113 

C     -2.905284    -0.168229    -3.865291 

C     -3.613992    -1.165822    -3.200234 

H     -4.938189    -0.899066    3.473700 

H     -5.537121    -2.378954    1.202631 

H     -4.413021    -1.820658    -3.530887 

H     -3.026593    0.159350    -4.891851 

H     -2.750924    -3.186312    -0.772754 

H     -4.674166    -2.728506    -1.169900 
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H     -2.550238    0.305781    2.828906 

H     -1.275586    1.120105    -2.995797 

N     -0.410169    -1.836849    -0.236172 

N     0.013496    -2.619065    0.789897 

N     0.088348    -0.777269    2.529930 

N     -0.318282    0.234915    1.711417 

B     -0.217433    -2.290311    2.287942 

C     0.493950    -3.791234    0.302746 

C     0.390145    -3.767151    -1.087487 

C     -0.176060    -2.520513    -1.379375 

C     0.597683    -0.261551    3.673368 

C     0.527595    1.129407    3.605743 

C     -0.049801    1.393116    2.352989 

H     0.668054    -4.546800    -1.788324 

H     0.838106    -4.559630    0.988309 

H     0.966369    -0.925217    4.448242 

H     0.826723    1.845903    4.363941 

H     -1.363622    -2.532407    2.598950 

H     0.584471    -2.929236    2.940263 

H     -0.451260    -2.090868    -2.336118 

H     -0.281837    2.346696    1.893312 

Fe     -1.221116    -0.037068    -0.037110 

 

 




